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MEDIATION REPORT 
 
 
Chapter 17 Rural (Part) of the Proposed Christchurch Replacement 
District Plan 
 
To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement District 
Plan 
 
From:  Ian Buchanan, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 
 
This is a record of mediation outcome held for this topic. It is prepared in 
accordance with Clause 10(4)) of Schedule 3 to the Canterbury Earthquake 
(Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014. 
 
This report covers mediation sessions on the following Rural and Rural 
Quarry Proposal topics: 
 

1. Templeton Golf Course Rezoning 
2. Road Metals/ Harewood Gravels/ Fulton Hogan KBs Quarries 

Rezoning  
3. 70-80 Roberts Road Rezoning 
4. Teddington Quarry Rezoning 
5. Quarry related definitions  
6. Approach to meeting future aggregate needs  
7. Quarry site rehabilitation  
8. Maximum depth of excavation rules  
9. Rural Quarry Zone: Site specific provisions  
10. Rural Quarry Zone: Built Form Standards 
11. Quarrying Provisions: Public notification clauses  
12. Quarrying Provisions: Assessment matters  
13. Quarry provisions  
14. Rural objectives and policies  
15. Rural Quarry Zone  
16. Residential activities  
17. Rural Banks Peninsula  
18. Reverse Sensitivity  
19. Non-quarry related site specific rezoning requests  
20. General/ other matters including definitions  

 
 
Outstanding Matters 
 

Summary of Matters the Panel will be required to determine as identified 
at the Mediation: 
 The re-zoning of the Templeton Golf Course;  
 Activity status of for new quarries outside of the rural quarry zone 

and other Policy 11matters; 
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 Retention of the High Quality Gravels Overlay; 
 The appropriate separation distance between existing quarries and 

new dwellings (reverse sensitivity rule) 
 Revised wording for rehabilitation Rule 17.6.4.15 
 Whether it is appropriate for the District Plan to include provisions to 

manage the potential effects of quarrying on groundwater; 
 Appropriate excavation setback;  
 The location of a screening or crushing plant in relation to 

boundaries;  
 The Hours of Operation for Quarries;  
 Public Notification of new quarry consents and consents to excavate 

within 1m of groundwater (provided that the latter rule is retained);  
 Wording of Policy 9, reverse sensitivity and major infrastructure;   
 The extent to which processing of materials brought in from other 

sites is provided for in the Rural Quarry Zone (activity status and 
definition of Ancillary Aggregates Processing Activity);  

 Various discrete matters relating to access to water for fire fighting 
and quarrying in greenfield areas. 

 Site specific issues for Carey Jones; 
 The identification of building areas in the Banks Peninsula Rural 

zones;  
 Reverse sensitivity issues for local transmission lines;  
 Site specific issues for Johannes Van der Leij;  
 Site specific issues for M Irvine;  
 The difference in activity status between minor residential unit and 

family flats within the 50dBA contour 

 
 
Session 1A - Templeton Golf Course 
 
Attendees: Dean Chrystal (# 2455, Fulton Hogan), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & 

# 2331, Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, Fulton 
Hogan / CAPG), Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), George 
Cunningham (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), Sara 
Harnett (#2126/2735 Submitter), Alice Burnett (Beca/CCC) 

 
Mr Chrystal outlined the proposed re-zoning and land-swap for the 
Templeton Golf Course and the existing quarry site.  Ms Radburnd 
conveyed council’s view that there was insufficient information for this to 
occur and concerns around ecological values, Reserves Act issues, 
rehabilitation issues, truck movements and environmental effects such as 
noise. Ms Limmer suggested that the council put in place a deferred zoning 
whereby the swap would only take place once concerns, noted by the 
council, were addressed. The method of deferred zoning was not supported 
by Council. 
 
Ms Harnett, adjoining landowner to Templeton Golf Course does not 
support the rezoning proposed by Fulton Hogan for reasons such as 
amenity, noise, dust effects, operational hours, setbacks and cumulative 
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effects. She noted that should the rezoning occur, she would like a 200m 
setback from her boundary, operational hours to be between 8am and 5pm 
and no operations on weekends, noise standards to be below what is 
currently proposed in the Plan and addressing cumulative effects issues. 
Ms Harnett indicated she will rely on the council evidence to address her 
issues. 
 
Ms Radburnd noted that Fulton Hogan have two other options, (1) rezone 
through Plan Change once Reserves Act has been dealt with and which 
could also address all outstanding matters such as relates to ecological 
values, or (2) apply for resource consent.   
Fulton Hogan indicated they will produce an Outline Development Plan at 
the hearing which will set out locations of where activities might be on the 
site.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
 
 
Session 1B – Road Metals/ Harewood Gravels/ Fulton Hogan-KBs 
Quarries   
 
Attendees: Charles Bennett (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents 

Association), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents 
Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents 
Association), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG) Tim Ensor (#2331, 
CAPG),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), George Cunningham 
(#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), Alanya Limmer (#2455 
& # 2331, Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, Fulton 
Hogan / CAPG), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

  
CAPG and Fulton Hogan want to rezone a number of their existing quarries 
that have resource consents for quarrying as Rural Quarry zone. Council 
position is that these sites are all individually consented and should 
continue to be managed under the terms of these consents. Council has 
reviewed all of the resource consents and considers that they are generally 
more restrictive than the zone provisions and include site specific 
conditions of consent. As such, the zone provisions would need to be 
significantly expanded to reflect these additional requirements and which 
would not be in the interests of plan usability. 
 
Fulton Hogan and CAPG want a consistent management approach and are 
concerned that should the existing quarries want to change from current 
activities then this would be difficult given the notified version of the 
Chapter. Council considered such activities ought to be determined on their 
merits and the notified proposal included policies to consider such 
proposals.  
 
The Residents Association expressed concern about further liberalising 
their consents which were granted as non-complying activities. Ms Limmer 
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indicated that CAPG and Fulton Hogan were not looking to liberalise their 
current consented activities and will not to pursue this subject to 
Discretionary activity status (as notified) remaining in the RuUF and RuW 
zones. 
 
 
Session 1C- 70-80 Roberts Road  
 
Attendees:  Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association),  

Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), George Cunningham (#2123 
CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), Jonathon Clease (#2336 
Waterloo Park), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents 
Association), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Waterloo Park gained consent in 2014 for a small scale quarry with 
duration of 5 years, which included rehabilitation and conditions limit ing 
activities on site (e.g. extraction only). The council’s position is that given 
the proximity to residential neighbours noise is a significant issue. Council 
is not supporting the 500m setback proposed by Waterloo Park. Mr Cross is 
concerned that Waterloo Park has given neighbours a false premise given 
the consent is only for a limited duration.  
Mr Clease confirmed that Waterloo Park Limited would not be pursuing its 
relief.  
 
 
Session 1D- Teddington Quarry   
 
Attendees:  Sam Flewellen (#2144 Teddington Quarry), Joan Blatchford 

(#2144 Teddington Quarry), Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), 
George Cunningham (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), 
Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Council summarised the reasons why it did not support the submitters 
proposed rezoning of the Teddington Quarry to Rural Quarry.  Parties had 
agreed alternative relief which would not involve rezoning but would provide 
TQL with the certainty of operations it sought.  It was agreed that quarrying 
would be a controlled activity in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone with 
matters limited to those that Council considered necessary to mitigate or 
avoid known problems at the site. 
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Session 2- Quarry related definitions    
 
Attendees:  Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Jeremy Philips (#2338, Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Jim Turpin 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Dean Sultburger 
(#2240, D Sultburger), John Cook (#2240, D Sultburger), Vicki 
Barker (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 
CCC), George Cunningham (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 
CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Ancillary aggregates-processing activity:  
CAPG/ Fulton Hogan have an issue with the intent of the words 
“demonstrably subservient" in the definition. Discussion focused on what 
that meant.  The Crown wondered if the term/test was too uncertain. 
Council was of the opinion that this inferred less than half.  CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan considered this to be too constraining.  It was agreed that Council 
would consider the definition further. 
 
With respect to Rule 17.6.2.4, D1, Ms Radburnd noted that there was an 
issue in the revised proposal and it should read as follows:  
 

Concrete batching, asphalt manufacturing and aggregates processing 

activities other than as provided for under P1 and RD2.  

 

Quarrying Activity  

Discussion focused on the need for clause (d) which Council was of the 

opinion was included in a previous plan to recognise that very small 

amounts of clay, lime and cement may be needed / used for a few 

aggregate products but the reference to roading and other aggregate 

products was intended to clarify that those materials did not authorize the 

use of these 'additives' for cement manufacture.  Mr Cross for YRRA 

expressed concern about the definition being worded too broadly so as to 

then enable other uses (not anticipated) to located in the quarry zones. 

Council considered that the reference to roading materials may not be 

needed now because the activity based plan clarifies the activity status of 

other activities like concrete batching.  On this basis parties were 

generally happy for the clause to read: 

d. the addition of clay, lime, and cement and recycled/recovered 

aggregate to extracted materials 
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Quarry site rehabilitation  

CAPG/ Fulton Hogan are happy with the changes. Crown wishes to 

understand the intent of the ‘alternative permitted activity’. Council 

undertook to clarify that permitted activity did not just mean an activity 

listed in the permitted activity table but also any other activity which was 

permitted by consent. Otherwise parties were in agreement with the 

wording. 

 
means backfilling of a quarry with clean fill or in-situ materials returning the 
land to achieve a stable and free-draining landform capable of supporting light 
pastoral farming or an alternative permitted activity  
 
Session 3- Approach to meeting future aggregates needs     
 
Attendees:  Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Jeremy Philips (#2338, Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Jim Turpin 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Jonathon Clease 
(#2336 Waterloo Park), Philippa Lynch (#2458, Ngai Tahu), 
Tanya Stevens (#2458, Ngai Tahu), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Brian Warren (#2331, 
CAPG), Richard English (#2123, CCC),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 
CCC), George Cunningham (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 
CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Policy 11 
The YRRA does not want any more quarrying in the area. They are 
opposed to the proposed discretionary activity status of any new quarries. 
Council pointed out that their submission only sought NCA status within 
300m of rural dwellings. YRRA expressed concern that the rules related to 
residential (urban) dwellings and not rural dwellings. Ms Radburnd 
confirmed that rural dwellings come under the definition of a residential unit 
and that the effect of quarrying on any residential activity (rural or urban) 
would be a consideration for any future resource consent for a quarry under 
the proposed discretionary activity framework. 
 
Fulton Hogan, CAPG, Waterloo Park Limited and Maurice R Carter Limited 
are happy with the proposed discretionary activity status.  
 
Ngai Tahu is pleased with the changes made to Policy 11 but want to see 
reference to protection of water values. The Crown is also happy with the 
changes to Policy 11 and the proposed activity status.  
 
CAPG and Fulton Hogan seek further changes to the policy to add 
reference in (A) to the need for aggregates for 'maintenance' purposes not 
just growth, and deletion of (g) which refers to new quarries needing to 
ensure that their sites are capable of processing their materials on-site or 
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on another site provided it would not unreasonably extend the life of that 
other quarry site.   
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
High Quality Gravels Overlay 
Council noted that through submissions and public consultation it became 
apparent that the overlay for High Quality Gravels confused a lot of people 
and upon further analysis was not considered to be an effective tool for 
managing reverse sensitivity or preventing resource sterilisation.  
 
CAPG suggested that if there is confusion then there should be an 
explanation of the overlay rather than removing it. CAPG are opposed to 
the deletion of the overlay and believe it is a good statement to show where 
high quality gravels are. Council considered this to be unnecessary and 
would add bulk to the plan. 
 
Crown confirmed it had carried out its own investigations which supported 
Council's view that it would not be effective in Christchurch.  Crown 
therefore supports its deletion as does the YRRA who thought it gave the 
impression that quarrying was expected in that area. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
Separation distances to manage reverse sensitivity 
Discussion focused on what was the appropriate setback distance for new 
residential dwellings.  Council's position is that 250m is supportable.  CAPG 
are seeking 350m.  Council indicated that it would support a larger setback 
distance if it could be supported by evidence.  CAPG provided acoustic 
advice which it said justified a larger distance.  Council agreed to take its 
own acoustic advice before confirming its position and advise the 
Secretariat of the outcome. Residents have an issue with cumulative effect 
of noise.  
 
[Post mediation update: Following receipt of acoustic advice the Council 
confirmed with the Secretariat (12 October 2015) that it did not support a 
350m setback distance and that consequently this matter would need to be 
decided by the Panel]. 
This is a matter for the panel to determine. 
 
 
Session 4- Quarry site rehabilitation      
 
Attendees: Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG),  Jeremy Philips (#2338, 
Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Sara Harnett (#2162/2735 Sara Harnett),  
Philippa Lynch (#2458, Ngai Tahu), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Richard English 
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(#2123, CCC),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), Debbie Hogan 
(#2123 CCC), John Cook (#2123, CCC- elected members) 
George Cunningham (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), 
Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
The Council clarified that one of the key issues for this pRDP was to ensure 
that existing and future quarries were satisfactorily rehabilitated, with more 
onerous requirements for new quarries in accordance with best practice. It 
was noted that this does not address zoned quarries which have never 
required land use consents from the Council and therefore rely on 3 
standards (staged restoration, maximum areas of exposed excavation and 
maximum gradient of excavation) to ensure that a basic level of 
rehabilitation is achieved.  Council is open to other proposed methods for 
achieving rehabilitation and to this end tabled a revised rehabilitation rule 
(17.6.4.15) for consideration by attendees.  This was based on the 
submission of the CAPG.   
 
Council is to consider Matter of Discretion for Rule 17.6.4.9 in relation to 
existing quarries. 
 
CAPG wants clarity around the term exposed excavation (i.e. does it apply 
to the processing and stockpiling area?) in relation to Matter of Discretion 
for Rule 17.6.4.14 and noted that the proposed 2ha is not big enough and 
all quarries are already exceeding the current rule. 
 
All parties agreed to the inclusion of a revised rehabilitation rule (17.6.4.15) 
provided that the rule was certain, enforceable and effective.  Council 
agreed that if a suitable rule could be agreed, it would not pursue the 
notified provisions requiring rehabilitation by 2031.  CAPG confirmed that 
this approach was preferable to the sunset clause and recognised the 
difficulties that quarry operators had in meeting current and proposed 
notified provisions requiring staged restoration (2ha maximum exposed 
area at any one time).  Council would still be seeking retention of the 
maximum internal batter rule (belts and braces) to ensure that sites are not 
left with steep sides which are difficult and costly to retrospectively 
remediate.  Council undertook to circulate the revised rule to all parties for 
further comment. 
 
[Post mediation note:  following circulation of the revised quarry 
rehabilitation rule (Rule 17.6.4.15) comments were received from the 
Crown, YRRA and CAPG.  The Crown expressed some concern about the 
effectiveness of any new rule on account of existing use rights and was 
therefore supportive of further consideration of the provision and Council's 
belts and braces approach).  CAPG sought some minor amendments to 
clarify in particular that the rule would only apply to existing quarries.  It 
was proposed (by FH and MRC) that new quarries in the Rural Quarry 
Zone, would instead be subject to a rule limiting exposed excavation to 15 
hectares at any one time.  Council does not support CAPGs changes.  The 
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revised proposal will include the Council's position in light of these 
comments. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
 
Depth to groundwater 
Council is providing two sets of evidence In relation to depth to 
groundwater. CAPG and Council officers agree that groundwater protection 
is an Environment Canterbury issue. The Crown also agrees. However, 
elected council members and the Yaldhurst Residents Association believe 
that it should be addressed through the Replacement District Plan.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
 Council's position remains that the 1m buffer to groundwater rule should 
be retained, but limited to rehabilitation matters as per the revised 
proposal.  CAPG agreed to this subject to further discussion about the 
related assessment matters.  The current matter addressing rehabilitation 
looked acceptable in principle.  Mr Ensor and Ms Radburnd are to discuss 
further. 
 
[Post-mediation update:  CAPG and Council have agreed to inclusion of the 
1m rule and assessment matter relating to rehabilitation.  Matters of bird 
strike will be deleted as these are addressed elsewhere in the pRDP].  
 
 
Session 5- Maximum depth of excavation rules       
 
Attendees:  Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG),  Jeremy Philips (#2338, 
Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Sara Harnett (#2162/2735 Sara Harnett),  
Philippa Lynch (#2458, Ngai Tahu), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Richard English 
(#2123, CCC),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash 
(#2123 CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Council is to look at aligning the definitions between Environment 
Canterbury and the City Council in relation to the highest recorded 
groundwater level / seasonal high water table measurements.  YRRA was 
initially concerned about the use of the SHWT level measurement 
employed by ECAN but upon clarification from Mr Potts, was unlikely to 
seek retention of the HRGL threshold as indicated in their submission.  
 
As discussed above, elected Council members will be providing evidence in 
support of retention of the 1m buffer rule for groundwater protection 
purposes, its NCA status and public notification clause. CAPG/FH/Crown 
opposes this. 
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Session 6- Site specific provisions        
 
Attendees:  Jeremy Philips (#2338, Maurice R Carter Ltd), Alanya Limmer 

(#2455 & # 2331, Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Adele Radburnd 
(#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/ 
CCC),Debbie Hogan ((#2123 CCC) 

 
This session was focused on site specific provisions sought for the 
McLeans Island rural Quarry Zone by the Isaac Conservation and Wildlife 
Trust. Mr Philips (ICWT) suggested inclusion of ‘conservation values’ in 
Policy 3 (b) such that it would read as follows. Council agreed to these 
changes. 

a) Recognise Ensure the nature, scale and intensity of 

subdivision, use and development recognises  the different 

natural and physical resources, character and amenity values, 

conservation values and Ngai Tahu values   of rural land in 

Christchurch District including: 

 
Mr Philips and Council also agreed to include (vii) within Policy 3 as 
follows:  
 

(vii) the conservation activities undertaken within the Peacock Springs 
Conservation Area.  

 
Council confirmed that it has worked with the Trust to agree some 
amendments to the provisions including an increase in site coverage and 
inclusion of an appendix identifying the Peacock Springs Conservation 
Area.  ICWT confirmed that there were no outstanding matters.  
 
 
Session 7- Rural Quarry Zone        
 
Attendees:  Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG),  Jeremy Philips (#2338, 
Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Sara Harnett (#2162/2735 Sara Harnett),  
Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Mark Gregory (#2123, CCC), Jennifer Dray (#2123, 
CCC),  Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), 
George Cunningham (#2123, CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
With respect to Site access (Rule 17.6.4.5 and assessment matter 
17.8.1.7), the parties agreed to the 100-250 trip generation as a Restricted 
Discretionary status which aligns with Chapter 7.  
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Building setback: Rule 17.6.4.2 and Assessment Matter 17.8.1.4: Parties 
agreed that the 50m building setback along the Old West Coast Road 
frontage was not required. This is to maintain consistency throughout the 
zone, regardless of location. 
 
Minimum excavation setbacks: Council discussed the relationship between 
the excavation setbacks and the screening rules.  CAPG agreed to 
maintain the 20m excavation setback rule on this basis.  YRRA continues to 
oppose a 20m setback. They are seeking larger setback distances to 
manage adverse effects particularly dust and noise. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
Screening rules (17.6.4.12 and 13): After discussion the Crown confirmed 
that it now supports Rule 17.6.4.12 and 13 (as amended to reflect the 
Crown's submission) and will not be pursuing the issue at the hearing. The 
Residents prefer both the bund and the tree shelter option.  
 
The Crown is happy with the Council deleting “within one month or” from 
Maintenance rule 17.6.4.13 such that it will read  
Any dead, damaged or diseased trees must be replaced within one month or 
within the next planting season of March through to October; and 
 
Location of crushing plant (Rule 17.8.2.9):  CAPG proposed a new name to 
read “Location of crushing and processing plant” which Council accepted. 
CAPG/ Maurice Carter sought deletion of the 100m buffer rule. Council and 
CAPG agreed to retain the 100m buffer however the Yaldhurst Residents 
Association and Ms Harnett propose a 500m buffer and on this basis the 
matter remained unresolved. 
 This is a matter for the Panel to determine.  
 
It was agreed at previous sessions in relation to Hours of operation (Rule 
17.6.4.4 and assessment matter 17.8.1.7) that agreement was unlikely to 
be reached in mediation. This was confirmed by the parties. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 

 
Session 8- Public notification clauses         
 
Attendees:  Tim Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, 

Fulton Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton 
Hogan), Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG),  Jeremy Philips (#2338, 
Maurice R Carter Ltd), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ CERA), 
Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Radburnd (#2123 CCC), 
Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), George Cunningham (#2123, CCC), 
Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 
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Council officers do not support the full notification clauses in the notified 
proposal, clarifying that these provisions were directed by elected 
members. Mr Cook is presenting evidence on behalf of the elected 
members.  
CAPG/ Fulton Hogan, Crown and Council officers are not supportive of the 
notified version. Mr Cook, for the elected members, and the Yaldhurst 
Residents Association are supportive of the notified version.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
Session 9- Assessment matters relating to quarrying provisions          
 
Parties did not raise any outstanding matters on this topic. Mediation 
meeting not required. 
 
 
Session 10- Quarry provisions (any remaining) 
         
Parties did not raise any outstanding matters on this topic. Mediation 
meeting not required. 
 
 
Session 11- Rural objectives and policies            
 
Attendees:  Fiona Mackenzie (#2288/2788, Federated Farmers), Jeremy 

Philips (#2338, Maurice R Carter Ltd), Jan Cook (#2285, Akaroa 
Civic Trust, #2331 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust, #2241 Jan 
Cook), Vance Hodgson (#2165 Horticulture New Zealand), Tim 
Ensor (#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, Fulton 
Hogan & CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton Hogan), 
Brian Warren (#2331, CAPG), Sophie Reese (#2389/2820, Paul 
Bridgman), Darryl Millar (#2389/2820, Paul Bridgman), Bob Cross 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Jim Turpin 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Adele Radburnd 
(#2123 CCC), Heather Ash (#2123 CCC), Debbie Hogan (#2123 
CCC) Andrew Craig (#2123 CCC), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ 
CERA), Nicki Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Anna Cameron 
(#2387, Crown/ CERA), Ainsley McLeod (#2387, CERA/ Crown, 
#2218, Transpower), Philippa Lynch (#2458, Ngai Tahu), Matt 
Bonis (#2348, CIAL), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury Sports 
Ltd), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Generally, all parties agreed to the changes made in the revised notified 
version, with minor tweaks to wording which the council agreed during the 
meeting.  
 
An issue was raised by the Crown as to what hearing is appropriate to 
discuss the Strategic Objective for the Rural Chapter. Debbie Hogan is to 
seek direction from Council’s solicitors.  
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Policy 9 was taken offline in terms of strategic infrastructure and reverse 
sensitivity.  Planners representing Transpower, CIAL, Isaac Conservation 
and Wildlife Trust, Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group and the CCC 
met separately following mediation to discuss Policy 9 and matters relating 
to strategic infrastructure and reverse sensitivity.  It was agreed that there 
was no need to reference strategic infrastructure in Objective 17.1.1 as it 
was covered in Chapter 3.  Other minor amendments to wording in relation 
to avoiding adverse effects were discussed.  In terms of Policy 9 the intent 
was agreed and its link to how reverse sensitivity is managed in the rural 
zones. The content, however, was not agreed, particularly in terms of the 
engine testing contours.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
  
 
Session 12- Rural Quarry Zone - range of activities 
 
Attendees:  Jeremy Philips (#2338, Maurice R Carter Ltd), Tim Ensor 

(#2331, CAPG), Alanya Limmer (#2455 & # 2331, Fulton Hogan & 
CAPG), Peter Savage (#2331, CAPG/Fulton Hogan), Brian 
Warren (#2331, CAPG), Bob Cross (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Jim Turpin (#2206 Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association), Adele Radburnd (#2123 CCC), Heather 
Ash (#2123 CCC), Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Nicki 
Ablitt (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Philippa Lynch (#2458, Ngai Tahu), 
Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC) 

 
Council’s position remains the same as per the notified version on activity 
status.  Council is trying to be more enabling than the Operative Plan.  
 
CAPG/FH/MRC continues to oppose limits on the processing of imported 
materials and seeks that it be provided for as a permitted activity.  CAPG 
offered a 'compromise' where the activity would be permitted subject to a 
rehabilitation plan being provided to give Council and the community 
comfort that site rehabilitation will be achieved.  Council did not support this 
approach which would not provide certainty that site's would be 
rehabilitated.  Council continues to support the approach in its revised 
proposal.  YRRA supports the Council's approach. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine. 
 
 
CAPG confirmed it was not pursuing its initial relief on P5 & P6 rules (i.e. 
seeking that they be provided for as RDA activities) - a position that is 
supported by Council. 
 
 
Session 13- Residential activities             
 
Attendees:  John Cook (#2316, C Jones) Carey Jones (#2316, C Jones), 

David Stockman (#2056, D & C Stockman), Kathleen Clinton 
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(#2842 Kathleen Clinton), Vance Hodgson (#2165 Horticulture 
New Zealand), Brent Falvey (#2250 B Falvey), Andrew Schulte 
(#2250 B Falvey), Jeff Goldstein (#2432 J Goldstein), Bob Cross 
(#2206 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association), Debbie Hogan 
(#2123, CCC), Matt Bonis (#2348 CIAL), Alice Burnett (Beca/ 
CCC), David Lee (#2259) 

 
Ms Hogan explained that there are a number of properties on the border of 
the urban area (Rural Urban Fringe). The issue is that the majority of these 
sites are less than 4ha. The Councils position is the same as notified, as 
there are issues with higher order documents such as the Regional Policy 
Statement and Land Use Recovery Plan that the Council have to give effect 
to.  
 
Ms Hogan noted that prohibited activity status is very restrictive and 
suggested changing the activity status for 1ha lots to non-complying. All 
parties agreed to this, and noted that non-complying is still giving effect to 
the higher order documents. Agreements were reached with Mr Stockman, 
Mr Falvey and Mr Goldstein. 
 
Mr Lee has an issue with stream maintenance and floor level management. 
The Council is to get clarification as to whether or not his concerns can be 
addressed through the Residential New Neighbourhood provisions.  
 
Ms Clinton’s property is partially zoned Residential with the remaining 
zoned Rural. The Council agreed that the entire property be zoned Rural  
 
Mr Jones’ property has the 50dBA airport contour over it which means he is 
unable to establish a dwelling on his property.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine.  
 
Horticulture New Zealand noted that greenhouses are currently excluded 
from impervious surfaces, with the exception of ones with a concrete base. 
The request is to exclude farm tracks, hardstand areas, and greenhouses. 
Council agreed to these changes, with the preference to exclude 
greenhouses from site coverage provisions rather than amending the 
definition.  Confirmation of the wording would be completed outside the 
mediation.  
 
 
Session 14- Rural Banks Peninsula  
 
Attendees:  Jan Cook (#2285, Akaroa Civic Trust, #2331 Rod Donald 

Banks Peninsula Trust, #2241 Jan Cook), Suky Thompson 
(#2311, Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust, #2418, Suky 
Thompson), Vance Hodgson (#2165 Horticulture New Zealand), 
Richard Suggate (#2339 Diamond Harbour Residents 
Association),  Vicki Barker (#2387, Crown/ CERA), Nicki Ablitt 
(#2387, Crown/ CERA), Ainsley McLeod (#2387, Crown/ CERA), 
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Anna Cameron (2387, Crown/ CERA) , Philippa Lynch (#2458, 
Ngai Tahu), Tanya Stevens (#2458, Ngai Tahu), Alice Shanks 
(#2482 Canterbury Botanical Society), Fiona Mackenzie 
(#2288/2788 Federated Farmers), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC)  

 
Ms Cook requested deletion of the site size in relation to minor residential 
units. Council agreed to this change; however for clarification purposes 
Council will make sure the rule signifies only one minor residential unit, 
rather than more than one.  
 
Agreement was reached to amend the definition of a rural tourist act ivity to 
include tramping huts in association with walkways, necessitating a change 
to P15 Rural Tourism Facilities.  
 
Discussion was had by Federated Farmers, Horticulture New Zealand, Ms 
Cook, Mr Suggate and Council around the identification of the building 
area. Ms Cook noted the Environment Court Decision from 2006 which 
came about from the Banks Peninsula District Plan. 
This is a matter for the Panel to determine.  
 
In relation to 17.8.2.4 the Crown requested that clause (c)(iv) be deleted as 
it is covered separately by the biodiversity matter of discretion.  They 
requested that matter 17.8.2.4 should include reference to relevant policies 
to pick up Policy 8 of the rural chapter.  The Council agreed with this.  
 
The Crown requested that for consistency reasons, Firefighting Water 
Supply provisions should be provided in each chapter; however the location 
of the rules will be Chapter 6.  
 
The Crown and Council agreed that Rule 17.8.3.1 should be cross 
referenced with proposal 9.   
 
Session 15- Reverse sensitivity             
 
Attendees:  Vance Hodgson (#2165 Horticulture New Zealand), Tim Ensor 

(#2331, CAPG), Ainsley McLeod (#2218/2780 Transpower), Jo 
Mooar (#2218/2780 Transpower), Debbie Hogan (#2123 CCC), 
Matt Bonis (#2348 CIAL), Laura Buttimore (#2340 Orion), Fiona 
Mackenzie (#2288/2788 Federated Farmers), Alice Burnett 
(Beca/ CCC)  

 
Electricity transmission and distribution lines. 
Transpower, Horticulture New Zealand and Federated Farmers have come 
to an agreed approach on how to address reverse sensitivity issues within 
the rural zone. Ms McLeod provided the council with a rule to address this.  
 
Orion commented that they were not aware of this and wished to be 
included in this rule to cover their high voltage lines. Transpower, 
Horticulture New Zealand and Federated Farmers do not agree that Orion 
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should be included in the proposed rule as it is designed to give effect to 
the NPS.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine.   
 
Ms Radburnd clarified that in respect to the Rural Quarry Zone provision, 
Council had accepted Orion's relief as far as it was able to but was limited 
by the scope of the Orion submission. 
 
 
Session 16- Non-quarry related site specific zoning requests            
 
Attendees:  Jeremy Philipps (#2277 Canterbury Sports Ltd), Jamie 

Robinson (#2277 Canterbury Sports Ltd), Sophie Reese 
(#2389/2820, Paul Bridgman), Darryl Millar (#2389/2820, Paul 
Bridgman), Debbie Hogan (#2123 CCC), Adele Radburnd (#2123 
CCC), Andrew Craig (#2123 CCC), Joanne Cook (#2068/2924 J 
Cook), Matt Bonis (#2348 CIAL), Johannes Van der Leij (#2184 
Johannes Van der Leij), Alice Burnett (Beca/ CCC)  

 
Ms Cook was concerned that Mr Falvey wanted to have his property 
rezoned from Rural Urban Fringe to Residential on the basis that this would 
affect her property value, amenity values, and landscape values. Ms Hogan 
noted that as agreed earlier today, building a dwelling would be a non-
complying activity, rather than a prohibited activity. However, through the 
Residential Chapter evidence the re-zoning request was recommended to 
be declined.  
 
Mr Van der Leij has a property within the Highfield Subdivision and he is 
confused about the zoning of his property. The Outline Development Plan 
(ODP) for Highfield identifies his property as Open Space Reserve while 
the Operative Plan identifies his property as Rural and the Proposed 
District Plan identifies his property as Residential New Neighbourhood. The 
Council noted that his property won’t be zoned Rural on the basis of the 
Regional Policy Statement and the Greenfield Priority Areas. Mr Van der 
Leij noted that he has an interim issue as to what he can do on his 
property, and whether he can change the ODP.  
This is a matter for the Panel to determine.  
 
Canterbury Sports Limited submitted that their site should be zoned Open 
Space. Council agreed. Although the Rural zone provides for recreation 
activities Council noted that it does to a lesser extent than Open Space.  
 
The Panel to give direction as to whether or not evidence needs to be 
at both Rural and Open Space hearings. 
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